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IMPROVING THE DISTANCE REDUCTION STEP IN THE VON
NEUMANN ALGORITHM
C.H. JEFFREY PANG
Abstract. A known first order method to find a feasible solution to a conic
problem is an adapted von Neumann algorithm. We improve the distance reduction
step there by projecting onto the convex hull of previously generated points using a
primal active set quadratic programming (QP) algorithm. The convergence theory
is improved when the QPs are as large as possible. For problems in R2, we analyze
our algorithm by epigraphs and the monotonicity of subdifferentials. Logically, the
larger the set to project onto, the better the performance per iteration, and this
is indeed seen in our numerical experiments.
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1. Introduction
For A ∈ Rm×n, consider the linear inequality system
AT y > 0, (1.1a)
and its alternative
Ax = 0,1Tx = 1 and x ≥ 0, (1.1b)
where 1 stands for the vector of all ones. More generally, for a closed convex cone
K ⊂ Rn with interior, consider the conic system
AT y ∈ int(K∗), (1.2a)
and its alternative
Ax = 0, u¯Tx = 1 and x ∈ K. (1.2b)
where K∗ := {z : zTx ≥ 0 for all x ∈ K} is the (positive) dual cone of K and u¯ is
some point in int(K∗). It is easy to see that (1.1) is the particular case of (1.2) when
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K = Rn+ and u¯ = 1. An easy variant of Farkas’s Lemma shows that exactly one of
(1.1a) and (1.1b) is feasible. A similar result is easily seen to hold for (1.2).
The perceptron algorithm is a simple iterative algorithm that finds a solution to
system (1.1a) if it is feasible. The von Neumann algorithm is a simple iterative algorithm
that finds an approximate solution to (1.1b) if it is feasible, and it can give a solution
y to (1.1a) if (1.1b) turns out to be infeasible.
We recall some of the history of the perceptron and von Neumann algorithms. The
perceptron algorithm was introduced in [Ros58] for solving classification problems in
machine learning. The von Neumann algorithm was privately communicated by von
Neumann to Dantzig in the late 1940s, and later studied by Dantzig [Dan92a, Dan92b].
Block [Blo62] and Novikoff [Nov62] showed that when (1.1a) is feasible, the perceptron
algorithm finds a solution to (1.1a) after at most 1/[ρ(A)]2 iterations, where ρ(A), a
condition number defined in [CC01], is defined by
ρ(A) :=
∣∣∣∣∣ max‖y‖2=1 minj=1,...,n a
T
j y
‖aj‖2
∣∣∣∣∣ .
When (1.1a) is feasible, ρ(A) is precisely the width of the feasibility cone {y : AT y ≥ 0}
as defined in [FV99]. This condition number traces its roots to [Ren95a] (see also
[Ren95b, PR00]). Epelman and Freund [EF00] showed that the von Neumann algorithm
either computes an ǫ-solution to (1.1b) in O( 1ρ(A)2 log(
1
ǫ )) iterations when (1.1b) is
feasible, or finds a solution to the alternative system (1.1a) in O(1/ρ(A)2) iterations if
(1.1a) is feasible. They also treated the generalized pair (1.2). (See also [EF02].)
Consider the problem
minx∈Rn
1
2
‖Ax‖2 (1.3)
s.t. u¯Tx = 1
x ∈ K.
It is clear that (1.2b) is feasible if and only if the objective value of (1.3) is zero. Alter-
natives for solving (1.2) include the interior point algorithm and the ellipsoid algorithm.
Both the interior point and ellipsoid methods are sophisticated algorithms that give a
better complexity bound, but require significant computational effort to perform each
iteration.
For the case where K = Rn+ and u¯ = 1, an active set quadratic programming (QP)
algorithm can also be an alternative. An active set QP algorithm can easily solve (1.1)
if m and n are small, and the subproblems in each iteration are easily solved when m is
small. For larger problems, an active set QP algorithm is considered to be as efficient
as the simplex method in practice. An advantage of the active set QP method is that
the minimum of (1.3) can be attained in finitely many iterations. If the active set
QP algorithm is used to find a feasible solution to (1.1a), the algorithm can terminate
before the minimizer is found.
The perceptron and von Neumann algorithms are a first-order methods for solving
(1.1) in that the computational effort in each iteration is small, but one would need
much more iterations than a more sophisticated algorithm like the interior point method
or the ellipsoid method. For large scale problems, a first-order method may be the
only reasonable approach. Since the von Neumann algorithm uses only matrix vector
multiplications and do not solve linear systems, it is also useful for sparse problems.
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Problem (1.1b) is a particular case of the problem of finding whether the convex
hulls of two sets of points overlap. More precisely, for A ∈ Rm×n1 and B ∈ Rm×n2 ,
consider
minx∈Rn1 ,z∈Rn2
1
2
‖Ax−Bz‖2 (1.4)
s.t. 1Tx = 1
1
T z = 1
x, z ≥ 0.
The sets are the vectors spanned by the columns of A and B respectively. When B is the
zero vector of size m×1, then (1.4) reduces to to (1.3). When the convex hull of these
two sets of points do not overlap, the classification problem is the problem of finding
a good separating hyperplane between these two sets. Research in the classification
problem has gone on to handle the misclassifications of some of the points [Sch06].
There are other accelerations of the perceptron and von Neumann algorithms in
the literature. A smoothed perceptron von Neumann algorithm was studied in [SP12],
who were in turn motivated by the smoothing techniques in [Nes05]. A randomized
rescaled version of the perceptron algorithm was proposed in [DV06] that terminates
in O(m log( 1ρ(A) )) with high probability. The randomized algorithm was extended to
more general conic systems in [BFV09].
Another well-known algorithm for solving feasibility problems is the method of al-
ternating projections. The idea of using a QP as an intermediate step to accelerate
the method of alternating projections was studied by the author for general feasibility
problems in [Pan14b, Pan13, Pan14a], though the idea had been studied for particular
cases in [Pie84, BCK06] (intersection of an affine space and a halfspace), [GP98, GP01]
(under smoothness conditions) and [Fuk82] (for the convex inequality problem). For
more information, we refer to the references in the papers mentioned earlier, and high-
light [BB96, ER11] as well as [BZ05, Subsubsection 4.5.4] for more information about
the theory and method of alternating projections. It is natural to ask whether a QP
can accelerate algorithms for solving (1.1) and (1.2).
1.1. Contributions of this paper. We make use of the fact that it is relatively easy
to project a point onto the convex hull of a small number of points using an active
set QP algorithm to generalize the von Neumann algorithm. When the size of the set
that defines the convex hull to be projected on equals two, then our algorithm becomes
the setting of the von Neumann algorithm. The size of this set can be chosen to be
as large as one can reasonably can to increase efficiency, as long as each iteration is
still manageable. (See lines 7-10 of Algorithm 2.1, Remark 2.3 and the subsequent
discussion.)
For the case of (1.1), the generalized algorithm (Algorithm 2.1) is a variant of an
active set QP algorithm, and it converges to a point in finitely many iterations to find
a y satisfying (1.1a) or an x satisfying (1.1b), whichever one is feasible.
For the case of (1.2), Theorem 3.3 proves that Algorithm 2.1 converges to a point
in finitely many iterations if 0 ∈ int(S), where S = int{Ap : u¯T p = 1, p ∈ K}, and all
previously identified points are kept. For the case whenm = 2 and 0 is on the boundary
of S, we show that the convergence of {‖yi‖}i in Algorithm 2.1 to zero is linear with
rate at worst 1/
√
2 in Theorem 3.6, and further analyze the behavior of Algorithm 2.1
in Section 4 by appealing to epigraphs and the monotonicity of subdifferentials.
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1.2. Notation. We list down some common notation used in this paper, which are
rather standard material in convex analysis [Roc70]. Let C ⊂ Rn be a set.
aff(C) The affine hull of the set C.
conv(C) The convex hull of the set C.
If C is a closed convex set, we have the following notation.
TC(x) The tangent cone of the set C at x.
∂C The boundary of C.
For a convex function f : R→ R, we have the following notation.
∂f(x) The subdifferential of f at x, and ∂f(x) is a subset of R.
2. Algorithm
In this section, we propose Algorithm 2.1 for solving (1.2), and describe the algo-
rithmic issues incrementally. We start by describing Algorithm 2.1.
Algorithm 2.1. (Algorithm for system (1.2)) For A ∈ Rm×n and a closed convex cone
K ⊂ Rn with interior, this algorithm finds either a y ∈ Rm satisfying (1.2a) or an
x ∈ Rn satisfying (1.2b).
01 Set x0 = p0 ∈ {x : u¯Tx = 1, x ∈ K}, y0 = Ax0 and i = 0
02 Loop
03 Find some pi+1 such that pi+1 ∈ K, u¯T pi+1 = 1 and pTi+1Ayi ≤ 0.
04 If pTAT yi > 0 for all p ∈ K such that u¯Tp = 1,
05 then AT yi ∈ int(K∗), solving (1.2a), so we exit.
06 (Distance reduction)
07 Let Ci+1 = {Aci+1,1, . . . , Aci+1,ki+1} be a finite subset of
08 conv{Ap0, Ap1, . . . , Api+1}.
09 Let yi+1 := Pconv(C˜)(0) =
∑ki+1
j=1 λ
(i+1)
j Aci+1,j , where C˜ ⊂ Ci+1,
10
∑ki+1
j=1 λ
(i+1)
j = 1 and λ
(i+1)
j ≥ 0 for all j ∈ {1, . . . , ki+1}.
11 Let xi+1 =
∑ki+1
j=1 λ
(i+1)
j ci+1,j , and i← i+ 1.
12 Perform an aggregation step to reduce the size of Ci.
13 until ‖yi‖ = ‖Axi‖ small.
Remark 2.2. (Choice of pi+1) The pi+1 in line 3 is typically chosen by solving the conic
section optimization problem
pi+1 = argminp p
TAT yi (2.1)
s.t. u¯T p = 1
p ∈ K.
In the case where u¯ = 1 andK = Rn+, the vector pi+1 is easily seen to be the elementary
vector ej, where j corresponds to the coordinate of A
T yi with the minimum value. In
the case where K is the semidefinite cone Sk×k+ and u¯ is the identity matrix in Rk×k,
the optimization objective is now 〈p,AT yi〉, where AT is the adjoint of the operator
A : Sk×k+ → Rm and 〈, 〉 corresponds to the trace inner product. A minimizer of (2.1)
is easily obtained once the eigenvalue factorization of AT yi is obtained. If K is the
direct sum of sets of the form Rn+ and semidefinite cones, the problem (2.1) can still
be easily solved. More elaboration is given in [EF00] for example.
We show that Algorithm 2.1 is an enhancement to the von Neumann algorithm.
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Remark 2.3. (von Neumann algorithm) The generalized von Neumann algorithm to
solve (1.2) in [EF00] is a particular case of Algorithm 2.1 when the pi+1 in line 3 is
chosen by (2.1) and, most importantly, the set Ci+1 in line 7 is chosen to be {yi, Api+1}.
Choices of pi+1 different from (2.1) were explored. See for example [SP13]. The
classical von Neumann algorithm is the particular case whenK = Rn+, u¯ = 1, p0 =
1
n1.
When K is a product of semidefinite cones and cones of the type Rk+, the optimization
problem (2.1) is easy to solve. (See for example [EF00].)
The key generalization over the von Neumann algorithm in Algorithm 2.1 is lines
7 to 10. The set Ci is typically taken to be of size 2, but we notice that it is still
easy to project onto the convex hull of a small number of points using an active set
quadratic programming (QP) algorithm. An active set QP algorithm is considered to
be as efficient as the simplex method in practice, and we will describe the active set
QP algorithm in Algorithm 2.8 later.
Remark 2.4. (The C˜ in line 9) One would ideally choose C˜ = Ci+1 in line 9 of
Algorithm 2.1, but it may take prohibitively many iterations in order for the active set
QP algorithm to find Pconv(Ci+1)(0). The active set QP algorithm finds Pconv(C˜)(0) for
different active sets C˜, ensuring a reduction in d(0, conv(C˜)) at each iteration. (See
Proposition 2.9, in particular (4) and (5).) If the active set QP algorithm is expected
to take too many iterations before completion, then one can stop earlier and find a new
element to add to Ci in line 7 of Algorithm 2.1 instead.
A useful property is the following.
Remark 2.5. (Feasibility certificate) Suppose
|{λ(i)j : λ(i)j > 0}| = m+ 1,
(i.e., there are m + 1 positive terms in {λ(i)j }kij=1) at line 12 of Algorithm 2.1. The
set {Aci,j : λ(i)j > 0} then contains m + 1 points. If in addition, the affine space
aff{Aci,j : λ(i)j > 0} equals Rm, then 0 lies in int conv{Aci,j : λ(i)j > 0}. This
condition can be used as an effective certificate of the feasibility of (1.2b). Similar
ideas, referred to as bracketing, were proposed in [Dan92a].
2.1. Aggregation strategies. In line 12 of Algorithm 2.1, we provided an option of
performing an aggregation step to reduce the size of the set Ci so that each iteration
can be performed in a reasonable amount of effort. We now show how this aggregation
can be done. Recall that Ci = {Aci,1, . . . , Aci,ki}. The iterate yi can be written as
yi =
ki∑
j=1
λ
(i)
j Aci,j , where
ki∑
j=1
λ
(i)
j = 1 and λ
(i)
j ≥ 0 for all j ∈ {1, . . . , ki}. (2.2)
In other words, yi is a convex combination of some of the elements in Ci. A logical
first step to reduce the size of Ci is to discard indices j such that λ
(i)
j = 0. By
Caratheodory’s theorem, the size of the set Ci ⊂ Rm can be reduced to be at most
m + 1. If |Ci| = m + 1, then it means that 0 lies in int conv(Ci), which ends our
algorithm (see Remark 2.5). If |Ci| is still not small enough so that the iterations of
Algorithm 2.1 can be easily performed, then we can aggregate to reduce the size of Ci
by 1, as described below.
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Remark 2.6. (Aggregation procedure 1) If the set Ci = {Aci,1, . . . , Aci,ki}, the point
yi and the vector λ
(i) satisfy (2.2) and that λ
(i)
j > 0 for all j ∈ {1, . . . , ki}, we can
reduce the size of the active set Ci by one using the following procedure.
• Find 2 elements of Ci, say c˜ki−1 and c˜ki , using one of the following strategies
– The elements c˜ki−1 and c˜ki are the oldest elements not to have been
aggregated.
– The coefficients λ
(i)
ki−1 and λ
(i)
ki
are the smallest.
– The coefficients λ
(i)
ki−1 and λ
(i)
ki
are the largest.
• Set c˜ki−1 ←
λ
(i)
ki−1
λ
(i)
ki−1
+λ
(i)
ki
c˜ki−1 +
λ
(i)
ki
λ
(i)
ki−1
+λ
(i)
ki
c˜ki , λ
(i)
ki−1
← λ(i)ki−1 + λ
(i)
ki
, λ
(i)
ki
← 0,
and Ci ← Ci\{c˜ki}.
In order to reduce the set Ci to a manageable size, one can perform as many
iterations of the procedure in Remark 2.6 as needed to drop more points, or to amend
the procedure to drop more points per iteration.
Consider points pi+1 obtained by the optimization procedure (2.1). The point Api+1
minimizes {yTi v : v = Ap, u¯Tp = 1, p ∈ K}. Hence Api+1 lies on the boundary of the
set S := {Ap : u¯T p = 1, p ∈ K}. If we aggregate by taking some weighted average of
some of the points in {Ap0, . . . , Api+1}, the new points obtained can lie in the relative
interior of S. It may be desirable to keep as many points on the boundary of S as
possible, and we describe a second aggregation procedure.
Remark 2.7. (Aggregation procedure 2) For the setting in Remark 2.6, we can consider
an alternative aggregation strategy.
• If no vector had been obtained by an aggregation process (i.e., if there were
no vectors of the form c˜ki−1 produced at the end of Remark 2.6),
– Perform the procedure in Remark 2.6, but store the aggregated vector
(i.e., the vector c˜ki−1) in c˜1 instead after some change of indices.
• else
– Choose a vector, say c˜ki , by some criterion (for example, the ones sim-
ilar to Remark 2.6), and aggregate with the steps c˜1 ← λ
(i)
1
λ
(i)
1 +λ
(i)
ki
c˜1 +
λ
(i)
ki
λ
(i)
ki−1
+λ
(i)
ki
c˜ki , λ
(i)
1 ← λ(i)1 + λ(i)ki , λ
(i)
ki
← 0, and Ci ← Ci\{c˜ki}.
2.2. Primal active set quadratic programming. We now discuss the primal active set
quadratic programming algorithm for performing the projection yi+1 = Pconv(Ci+1)(0)
in line 9 of Algorithm 2.1.
Algorithm 2.8. (Active set QP algorithm for y = Pconv(C)(0)) Let C = {c1, . . . , ck}
be a finite set, as in the setting of line 9 in Algorithm 2.1. We give the full details
of how to evaluate y = Pconv(C)(0), as well to find the multipliers λ ∈ Rk such that
y =
∑k
j=1 λjcj ,
∑k
j=1 λj = 1.
01 Find j∗0 ∈ {1, . . . , k}.
02 Set λ(0) = ej∗0 , J0 = {j∗0}, C˜0 = {cj∗0 } and y˜0 = cj∗0 .
03 Set i = 1.
04 Begin outer loop [Find entering index]
05 Find an index j∗i such that y˜
T
i−1cj∗i < y˜
T
i−1c for all (or for any) c ∈ C˜i−1.
06 If such j∗i does not exist, then y˜i−1 = Pconv(C)(0), and we end.
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07 Set C˜ = C˜i−1, J˜ = Ji−1, y˜ = y˜i−1, λ˜ = λ(i−1).
08 Begin inner loop [Tries to add j∗i to active set]
09 Find y′ = P
aff(C˜∪{cj∗
i
})(0), and write y
′ = [
∑
j∈J˜ λ
′
jcj ] + λ
′
j∗i
cj∗i
10 for some λ′ ∈ Rk such that 1Tλ′ = 1 and λ′j = 0 if j /∈ [J˜ ∪ {j∗i }].
11 Find the largest t¯ ∈ (0, 1] such that λ˜+ t¯[λ′ − λ˜] ≥ 0
12 If t¯ = 1, then [Found better active set]
13 Set J˜ ← J˜ ∪ {j∗i }, Ji ← {j ∈ J˜ : λ(i)j > 0}, C˜i ← {cj}j∈Ji .
14 Set λ(i) = λ′, y˜i = y′ and exit inner loop
15 else [Remove non-active vertex]
16 At least one component of λ˜+ t¯[λ′ − λ˜] equals zero, say j˜.
17 Set y˜ ← y˜ + t¯[y′ − y˜], λ˜← λ˜+ t¯[λ′ − λ˜] and J˜ ← J˜\{j˜}.
18 end
19 i← i+ 1
20 end inner loop
21 end outer loop
Some explanation of Algorithm 2.8 is in order. The following proposition collects
some facts, some of which are analogues of well known facts of active set quadratic
programming algorithms.
Proposition 2.9. (Facts of Algorithm 2.8) For Algorithm 2.8, we have the following
facts. At each iteration i,
(1) λ(i) ∈ Rn+, 1Tλ(i) = 1, and y˜i =
∑k
j=1 λ
(i)
j cj .
(2) λ
(i)
j > 0 if and only if j ∈ Ji.
(3) y˜i = Pconv(C˜i)(0) and y˜i =
∑k
j=1 λ
(i)
j cj =
∑
j∈J˜i λ
(i)
j cj .
(4) {j∗i+1} ⊂ Ji+1 ⊂ Ji ∪ {j∗i+1}.
(5) [Improvement] ‖y˜i+1‖ < ‖y˜i‖ unless y˜i = Pconv(C)(0).
(Note that ‖y˜i‖ = d(0, conv(C˜i)).)
(6) [Finite convergence] There is some i∗ such that y˜i∗ = Pconv(C)(0).
For the formula y˜Ti−1cji < y˜
T
i−1c for all c ∈ C˜i−1 in line 5 of Algorithm 2.8, we note
that since y˜i−1 = PC˜i−1(0),
y˜Ti−1cj1 = y˜
T
i−1cj2 for all j1, j2 ∈ Ji−1. (2.3)
Thus the “for all” there is equivalent to “for any”.
Algorithm 2.8 works in the following manner. Property (1) is clear. In view of
property (2), Ji is also the active set. At each iteration, the pair (y˜i, Ji) satisfies
properties (2) and (3). Take any c˜ ∈ C˜i. If y˜Ti c ≥ y˜Ti c˜ for all c ∈ C, then in
view of (2.3), we can deduce (with a bit of effort) that y˜i = Pconv(C)(0). Otherwise,
we can find an index j∗i+1 in line 5. For the next pair (y˜i+1, Ji+1), we find y˜i+1 =
P
conv(C˜i∪{cj∗
i+1
})(0), but C˜i∪{cj∗i+1} is not necessarily the active set satisfying property
(2). The removal of elements not in the active set (through checking the sign of λ in
the inner loop) gives us Ji+1 satisfying properties (2) and (4). Since
‖y˜i+1‖ = d
(
0, conv(C˜i ∪ {cj∗i+1})
)
< d
(
0, conv(C˜i)
)
= ‖y˜i‖,
property (5) is satisfied. Property (6) follows from property (5) and the fact that the
active set Ji can take on only finitely many possibilities.
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Remark 2.10. (von Neumann algorithm via Algorithm 2.8) We show how we can use
Algorithm 2.8 directly to solve the system (1.1) through (1.3). Let C = {a1, . . . , an}
be the columns of A. It is clear that 0 lies in the convex hull of C if and only if
(1.1b) has a solution. The difference between using Algorithm 2.1 for (1.1) and using
Algorithm 2.8 directly are
(1) Algorithm 2.1 can stop when it finds a y such that AT y > 0, whereas Algorithm
2.8 as stated would stop only at Pconv(C)(0).
(2) Algorithm 2.1 allows for aggregation to reduce the size of C but not Algorithm
2.8.
If no aggregation is performed in Algorithm 2.1, then finite convergence follows from
the fact that the active set can take on finitely many possibilities and (5) of Proposition
2.9.
We remark on our choice of the QP algorithm.
Remark 2.11. (Choice of QP algorithm) A QP can be solved by an interior point
method or by a dual active set QP algorithm [GI83]. We believe that our choice of a
QP algorithm is most appropriate because of the following consequence of Proposition
2.9(5): If we expect that we still need many iterations to solve the QP, we can abort
the QP solver halfway and the iterate y˜i obtained so far would be closer to 0 than what
we started with. We might not be able to get such an improved iterate if other QP
solvers were used.
We remark on how one can speed up the implementation of Algorithm 2.8.
Remark 2.12. (On projecting onto affine spaces in Algorithm 2.8) Recall that in line
9 of Algorithm 2.8, we need an algorithm to find y′ = Paff(C)(0), where C is a set of
points {c1, . . . , ck}. Finding this projection is equivalent to finding γ ∈ Rk−1 such that
y′ = ck +
k−1∑
j=1
γj [cj − ck] and y′ ⊥ [cj − ck] for all j ∈ {1, . . . , k − 1}.
Let A˜ ∈ Rm×(k−1) be such that the jth column is [cj − ck] have the QR factorization
A = QR. Then one can easily figure that γ = −R−1QT ck. The bottleneck in
implementing Algorithm 2.8 is thus to calculate the QR factorization of matrices of the
form A˜. One need not calculate these QR factorizations from scratch, and can update
these QR factorizations whenever new columns are added or removed using Given’s
rotations or Householder reflections. We refer the reader to [NW06] and the references
therein for more details.
More intuition is given in Figure 2.1, where we show a sample run of Algorithm 2.8
(or Algorithm 2.1) and the von Neumann algorithm. For this example where A ∈ R2×3,
the von Neumann Algorithm takes many iterations before it can certify the infeasibility
of the QP, while Algorithm 2.8 finds the projection of 0 onto conv{a1, a2, a3} in two
steps.
We generalize Algorithm 2.1 to handle (1.4) in Algorithm 2.13 below. A similar
approach was attempted in [Ruj93] using the dual active set QP algorithm [GI83].
A dual quadratic programming algorithm is considered to be better for general QP
problems because there is no need to find a feasible starting point. Since a feasible
point to (1.4) is readily available, the primal approach is not disadvantaged. More
importantly, we feel that the primal QP approach is better for (1.4) because it works
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von Neumann Algorithm
=a
3a 2a
0x
0
1
0
a
1x
2a
1a
3
0
a
1x2x
1a
2a3
Algorithm 2.1
=a
3a 2a
0x
0
1
0
a
1x
2a
1a
3
0
a
1x
1a
2a2x3
Figure 2.1. The diagram on the top shows iterations of the von
Neumann algorithm, while the diagram on the bottom shows iterations
of Algorithm 2.1. To find x2 in Algorithm 2.1, the point a3 is identified
in line 3. The algorithm projects onto conv{a1, a2, a3} by moving from
x1 onto the line segment [a2, a3], then moving along the line segment
to get x2.
with vectors in Rm, whereas the dual approach works with vectors in Rn1+n2 , and we
expect m ≪ n1 + n2. It is unclear whether this generalization is original or not, but
we feel that it is worthwhile to make a connection. Algorithm 2.13 can be pieced from
the general structure of a primal active set QP algorithm, and is similar to Algorithm
2.1. Furthermore, we will not elaborate Algorithm 2.13, nor will the rest of this paper
depend on Algorithm 2.13, so we shall be brief.
Algorithm 2.13. (Active set QP algorithm for (1.4)) For A ∈ Rm×n1 and B ∈ Rm×n2 ,
this algorithm finds either a feasible pair (x, z) of (1.4) satisfying Ax = Bz, or a
y ∈ Rm such that
min
j∈{1,...,n1}
aTj y > max
k∈{1,...,n2}
bTk y, (2.4)
where {aj}n1j=1 are the columns of A and {bk}n2k=1 are the columns of B.
Choose j ∈ {1, . . . , n1}, k ∈ {1, . . . , n2}.
Set J = {j}, K = {k} x0 = ej , y0 = Ax0 −Bz0 and i = 0
Loop
Find either some j∗ ∈ {1, . . . , n1} such that aTj∗yi ≤ β := maxk∈K bTk yi,
or some k∗ ∈ {1, . . . , n2} such that bTk∗yi ≥ α := minj∈J aTj yi.
If no such j∗ or k∗ exists, then yi solves (2.4), and we exit.
(Distance reduction loop)
Loop
If j∗ was found earlier
Find closest points between
S1 := aff({aj : j ∈ J ∪ {j∗}}) and S2 := aff({bk : k ∈ K}),
say s1 ∈ S1 and s2 ∈ S2.
Write s1 as Ad1 and s2 as Bd2.
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Let
t1 = min
{
(xi)j
−(d1 − xi)j : j ∈ J, (d1 − xi)j < 0
}
t2 = min
{
(zi)k
−(d2 − zi)k : k ∈ K, (d2 − zi)k < 0
}
t = min{t1, t2, 1}
If t = 1, then take xi+1 ← d1 and zi+1 ← d2,
set J ← J ∪ {j∗} and exit loop.
If t ∈ (0, 1), then xi ← xi + t(d1 − xi) and zi ← zi + t(d2 − zi),
and drop the appropriate element in either j′ ∈ J or k′ ∈ K
such that [xi + t(d1 − xi)]j′ = 0 or [zi + t(d2 − zi)]k′ = 0.
end if
(The case where k∗ was found instead is similar)
end loop.
Set yi = Axi −Bzi
until ‖yi‖ small.
3. Analysis of Algorithm 2.1
In this section, we prove some results of Algorithm 2.1. Theorem 3.3 gives conditions
under which Algorithm 2.1 terminates in finitely many iterations when 0 ∈ int(S), where
S := {Ap : u¯Tp = 1, p ∈ K}. (3.1)
We treat the case when 0 lies in the boundary of S and S ⊂ R2 in Subsection 3.1, and
show in Theorem 3.6 that in such a case, we can expect linear convergence of {‖yi‖}i
to zero with a rate of at worst 1/
√
2.
We recall the convergence rates of the generalized von Neumann algorithm for (1.2).
Remark 3.1. (Convergence results from [EF00]) The {‖yi‖}i for the generalized von
Neumann Algorithm for (1.2) is shown to be at worst linear when 0 ∈ int(S), and at
worst sublinear with rate O( 1√
i
) when 0 ∈ ∂S in [EF00]. The second result can also be
traced back to [Dan92b]. These results can be extended by copying the proofs almost
word for word for Algorithm 2.1 as long as in line 8, Api+1 and yi are contained in
conv(C˜). In this paper, we shall concentrate on how we can get better rates than those
in [EF00] when C˜ = Ci+1.
We recall a easy result. A proof can be found in [FV99] for example.
Proposition 3.2. (Compactness of S) Suppose u¯ ∈ int(K∗). Then the set {p : u¯T p =
1, p ∈ K} is compact. The set S in (3.1) is compact as well.
Our first result is the finite convergence of Algorithm 2.1 if 0 ∈ int(S).
Theorem 3.3. (Finite convergence) Suppose Algorithm 2.1 is used to solve (1.2) for
which (1.2b) is feasible. If 0 ∈ int(S), where S is as defined in (3.1), and the choices
pi+1 in line 3 and Ci+1 in line 7 are chosen by (2.1) and
Ci+1 = {Ap0, . . . , Api+1}
for all iterations i, then Algorithm 2.1 converges in finitely many iterations.
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Proof. Seeking a contradiction, suppose Algorithm 2.1 runs indefinitely. Since 0 ∈
int(S), let δ > 0 be such that B(0, δ) ⊂ S, and let M := maxs∈S ‖s‖. Recall that
yi = Api for all i. We use induction to prove that
∠[Apj ]0[Apk] ≥ sin−1(δ/M) for all 0 < j < k, (3.2)
which leads to a contradiction because of the compactness of the unit ball in Rm.
Suppose (3.2) is true for all k ≤ i. We show that (3.2) is true for k = i+ 1. Since
yi equals PCi(0), where Ci = {Ap0, . . . , Api}, we have
yTi Apj > 0 for all j ∈ {0, . . . , i}. (3.3)
The point pi+1 is chosen so that Api+1 is a minimizer of min{[ yi‖yi‖ ]T s : s ∈ S}. Note
that since B(0, δ) ⊂ S, [ yi‖yi‖ ]TApi+1 ≤ −δ, and ‖Api+1‖ ≤M , we have[
yi
‖yi‖
]T
Api+1
‖Api+1‖ ≤ −
δ
M
. (3.4)
Note that (3.4) implies that ∠[Api+1]0v ≥ sin−1(δ/M) for all v such that yTi v ≥ 0.
Combining (3.3) and the induction hypothesis, we see that (3.2) is true for k = i + 1.
This ends the proof of our result. 
3.1. When 0 ∈ ∂S. We now treat the case when 0 lies in the boundary of S (as
defined in (3.1)) and A ∈ R2×n (i.e., m = 2). This setting implies S ⊂ R2, which in
turn allows for a detailed analysis.
If pi+1 is chosen by (2.1), then Api+1 is a minimizer of min{yTi s : s ∈ S}. Since
0 ∈ ∂S, we look at TS(0), the tangent cone of S at 0, and the case when dim(TS(0))
equals two. If dim(TS(0)) equals to one instead, then dim(S) equals one, in which
case S is a line segment. Once the end points of the line segment are identified, we
know all that we need about the set S.
In view of the above discussions, we simplify Algorithm 2.1 to the particular setting
of interest where m = 2 and 0 ∈ ∂S.
Algorithm 3.4. (Algorithm for system (1.2)) For a compact convex set S ⊂ R2 con-
taining 0 on its boundary, this algorithm tries to find a sequence of iterates y ∈ R2
converging to 0.
01 Set y0 in the boundary of S and i = 0
02 Loop
03 Find si+1 such that si+1 is a minimizer of mins∈S yTi s.
04 Let Ci+1 = {y0, s1, . . . , si+1}, yi+1 := Pconv(Ci+1)(0) and i← i+ 1
05 until ‖yi‖ small.
Note that lines 3-5 of Algorithm 2.1 accommodate for the cases when 0 ∈ int(S),
0 ∈ ∂S and 0 /∈ S. Since we only wish to study the case where 0 ∈ ∂S, we took out
the corresponding lines in Algorithm 3.4.
We also enforced that y0 lies on the boundary of S to simplify our analysis.
In line 4 of Algorithm 3.4, we do not try to reduce the size of Ci+1. The next result
shows that since m = 2, there is no need to reduce the size of Ci+1. For 2 points
α, β ∈ R2, we let (α, β) denote the set
(α, β) = {tα+ (1 − t)β : t ∈ (0, 1)}.
Theorem 3.5. (Bisection behavior of Algorithm 3.4) In Algorithm 3.4, suppose y0 6= 0
and dim(S) = 2. Then for each i ≥ 0,
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(1) Either s1 = 0 or y1 ∈ (y0, s1).
(2) Suppose si 6= 0, yi 6= 0, and that yi ∈ (c¯i, si) for some c¯i ∈ Ci−1.
Then either yi+1 ∈ (c¯i, si+1), yi+1 ∈ (si, si+1), or si+1 = 0.
s i
s i+1
yi
yi+1
ci 0
S
Figure 3.1. Illustration of Theorem 3.5.
Proof. If at any point si+1 = 0, then yi+1 = PCi+1(0) = 0, resulting in the termination
of Algorithm 3.4. We shall rule this case out to simplify our proof.
We first prove (1). For i = 0, y1 = Pconv{y0,s1}(0). Since s1 is chosen to be a
minimizer of mins∈S yT0 s, we have y
T
0 s1 ≤ yT0 0 = 0. Since s1 6= 0 and y0 6= 0, this
means that ∠y00s1 ≥ π/2, which implies that ∠0y0s1 < π/2 and ∠0s1y0 < π/2. So
y1 = Pconv{y0,s1}(0) must lie in the set (y0, s1).
The projection of 0 onto the polyhedron conv(Ci) must land on a face of the
polyhedron. If such a face is 2-dimensional, then this means that 0 lies in the (rel-
ative) interior of conv(Ci), but this would imply that 0 lies in the interior of S as
int conv(Ci) ⊂ int(S). If the face if 0-dimensional, this means that yi = Pconv(Ci)(0)
is a point in Ci. The other possibility is that the face is 1-dimensional, which cor-
responds to yi = Pconv(Ci)(0) being in (c1, c2), where c1, c2 are distinct elements in
Ci.
We prove (2) by induction. Statement (1) shows that the base case holds. Suppose
our claim is true for i = i∗. Then yi∗ = (c¯i∗ , si∗) for some c¯i∗ ∈ Ci∗ . Now, yi∗ =
PconvCi∗ (0) implies that
yTi∗c ≥ yTi∗yi∗ > 0 for all c ∈ conv(Ci∗). (3.5)
Claim 1: yi∗+1 cannot be a point in Ci∗+1.
We take a look at yi∗+1 = Pconv(Ci∗+1)(0). If yi∗+1 is some point in Ci∗+1, then
the possibilities are that yi∗+1 ∈ Ci∗ or yi∗+1 = si∗+1. If yi∗+1 ∈ Ci∗ , then note that
conv(Ci∗) ⊂ conv(Ci∗+1), so yi∗ = Pconv(Ci∗ ) must be a point in Ci∗ as well, but
this is ruled out by the induction hypothesis. We now rule out yi∗+1 = si∗+1. Now
si∗+1 ∈ conv(Ci∗+1) and yi∗ ∈ conv(Ci∗) ⊂ conv(Ci∗+1). Recall that si∗+1 is chosen
to be a minimizer of mins∈S yTi∗s, so
yTi∗si∗+1 ≤ yTi∗0 = 0, (3.6)
or ∠yi∗0si∗+1 ≥ π/2. Since yi∗ 6= 0 and si∗+1 6= 0, we have ∠yi∗si∗+10 < π/2 and
∠si∗+1yi∗0 < π/2, so
d(0, {si∗+1, yi∗}) > d(0, conv{si∗+1, yi∗}) ≥ d(0, conv(Ci∗+1)).
Thus yi∗+1 cannot be a point in Ci∗+1.
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Claim 2: If yi∗ ∈ (c¯i∗ , si∗), then either yi∗+1 ∈ (c¯i∗ , si∗+1) or yi∗+1 ∈ (si∗ , si∗+1)
If yi∗+1 lies in some line segment (c1, c2), where c1 and c2 are distinct elements in
Ci∗ , then
d(0, Ci∗) = d(0, yi∗) > d
(
0, (si∗+1, yi∗)
) ≥ d(0, Ci∗+1) = d(0, (c1, c2)) ≥ d(0, Ci∗),
which is absurd. Thus yi∗+1 must lie in the segment (c, si∗+1) for some c ∈ Ci∗ . We
need to prove that c can only be either c¯i∗ or si∗ .
Since yi∗ ∈ (c¯i∗ , si∗) and c¯i∗ and si∗ both lie on the boundary of S, the line
aff({c¯i∗ , si∗}) is a supporting hyperplane of conv(Ci∗) at yi∗ . Take any c ∈ Ci∗\{c¯i∗ , si∗}.
Since S ⊂ R2, we make use of (3.6) and (3.5) to see that the line segment [c, si∗+1] has
to intersect somewhere in the line segment [c¯i∗ , si∗ ]. By working out the possibilities
in R2, we see that
min
(
d(0, [c¯i∗ , si∗+1]), d(0, [si∗ , si∗+1])
) ≤ d(0, [c, si∗+1]).
Thus yi∗+1 has to be in (c¯i∗ , si∗+1) or (si∗ , si∗+1). 
The consequence of Theorem 3.5 is that when dim(S) = 2, there is no need to
revisit dropped boundary points of S in the active set QP algorithm to project onto the
convex hull of an increasing set of points Ci.
Another way to interpret Theorem 3.5 is as follows. The boundary of S is home-
omorphic to the sphere {x ∈ R2, |x| = 1}. Algorithm 3.4 is a bisection strategy. In
iteration i when yi ∈ (c¯i, si) as in the notation of Theorem 3.5, Algorithm 3.4 identifies
that 0 lies on the path along the boundary from c¯i to si. After the next iteration, either
yi+1 ∈ (c¯i, si+1) or yi+1 ∈ (si+1, si). This means that Algorithm 3.4 has found that 0
lies along the path along the boundary of S from si+1 to either c¯i or si. Notice that
even if 0 were very close to c¯i (or si instead) for example, the next point si+1 depends
only on the geometry of S and not on the position of yi. We shall see in Proposition
4.3 that the ratio between ‖si+1− c¯i‖ and ‖si+1− si‖ can be arbitrarily large or small.
As a consequence of Theorem 3.5, we prove that the convergence of {‖yi‖}i to zero
is at least linear.
Theorem 3.6. (Linear convergence of {‖yi‖}i in Algorithm 3.4) The convergence of
{‖yi‖}i in Algorithm 3.4 to zero is at worst linear with constant 1/
√
2.
Proof. Let wi = ‖c¯i − si‖. We assume that the convergence of {‖yi‖}i to zero is not
finite. We deal with the easier case first.
Case 1: There is some K > 0 such that if i∗ is large enough, i > i∗ and
wi
wi∗
≤ 2−(i−i∗)/2, then ‖yi‖ ≤ Kwi ≤ 2−(i−i∗)/2Kwi∗ .
Recall S is a convex set in R2 and 0 lies in the path from c¯i to si along ∂S.
If wiwi∗ ≤ 2
−(i−i∗)/2, we must have wi → 0, so c¯i → 0 and si → 0. The limit
limi→∞ ∠c¯i0si exists as {∠c¯i0si}i is nondecreasing and equals
lim
i→∞
∠c¯i0si = max{∠v10v2 : v1, v2 ∈ TS(0)},
which is finite. Let the limit above be θ > 0. We can use elementary geometry to
figure that ‖yi‖, which is also d(0, aff({c¯i, si})), equals
‖yi‖ = wi sin∠c¯isi0 sin∠sic¯i0
sin∠c¯i0si
,
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s i
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U
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ci+1ci=
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T
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i
Figure 3.2. The diagram on the left is that of the proof of Claim
1 in Theorem 3.6, while the diagram on the right is that of the proof
of Claim 3 in the same theorem.
Moreover,
lim sup
i→∞
sin∠c¯isi0 sin∠sic¯i0
sin∠c¯i0si
≤ lim
i→∞
[sin(12 [π − ∠c¯i0si])]2
sin∠c¯i0si
=
{
[sin( 12 [π−θ])]2
sin θ if θ < π
0 if θ = π.
There is some K > 0 such that if i∗ is large enough and i > i∗, then ‖yi‖ ≤ Kwi.
The remaining inequality is easy, and this ends our proof for case 1.
Let qi be a point such that aff({si, qi}) is a supporting hyperplane of S at si, and
qi lies on the same side of aff({c¯i, si}) as 0. Similarly, let q¯i be a point such that
aff({c¯i, q¯i}) is a supporting hyperplane of S at c¯i and q¯i lies on the same side of
aff({c¯i, si}) as 0. See Figure 3.2.
Claim 1: If ∠c¯isiqi and ∠sic¯iq¯i are acute, then both ∠c¯i+1si+1qi+1 and
∠si+1c¯i+1q¯i+1 are acute.
Without loss of generality, assume that c¯i+1 = c¯i. (The other possibility of c¯i+1 = si
is similar.) One can see from Figure 3.2 that q¯i+1 can be taken to be q¯i. The qi+1
is also easy to choose. One can see that ∠c¯i+1si+1qi+1 and ∠si+1c¯i+1q¯i+1 are both
acute as claimed.
Claim 2: For i large enough, both ∠c¯isiqi and ∠sic¯iq¯i are acute.
Note that c¯1 = y0. One can easily see that ∠y0s1q1 is acute. However, the angle
∠s1y0q¯1 is not necessarily acute. If every point on the line segment [y0, 0] is on the
boundary of S, then we can choose q¯1 so that ∠s1y0q¯1 is acute.
Consider the following statement:
(*) Unless every point on the line segment [y0, 0] is on the boundary of S (which
was already treated in the previous paragraph), eventually c¯i 6= y0 for all i large
enough.
We now show that (*) implies our claim at hand. Suppose (*) is true. Let i∗ be the
smallest i such that c¯i 6= y0. This would mean that c¯i∗ = si∗−1. The angle ∠si∗ c¯i∗ q¯i∗
can be checked to be acute, and so would ∠c¯i∗si∗qi∗ .
We now prove (*) by contradiction. Suppose c¯i = y0 for all i. The points {si}i
trace a path along ∂S getting closer to 0. Let s∗ := limi→∞ si and
y∗ := lim
i→∞
Pconv({y0,si})(0)
‖Pconv({y0,si})(0)‖
.
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If s∗ 6= 0, we can see that y∗ = Pconv({y0,s∗})(0)‖Pconv({y0,s∗})(0)‖ . If s
∗ = 0, then y∗ is the vector
perpendicular to aff({y0, 0}) such that sT1 y∗ > 0. Since all points in the line segment
(y0, 0) lie in int(S), all points in the line segment (y0, s
∗) also lie in int(S). Any
minimizer of min{sT y∗ : s ∈ S} lies on the path along the boundary of S between s∗
and y0. So if si were sufficiently close to s
∗, si+1 would be forced to be on the boundary
of S between s∗ and y0 as well. This contradicts the assumption that s∗ = limi→∞ si,
ending the proof of the claim.
Let Ai be the area of S ∩Hi, where Hi is the halfspace with boundary aff({c¯i, si})
containing 0. See Figure 3.2.
Claim 3: 2Ai+1 ≤ Ai if i is large enough so that claim 2 holds
Let the triangle conv({c¯i, si, si+1}) be Ti. See Figure 3.2. If i is large enough so
that claim 2 holds, then the set S ∩Hi is bounded by four lines: the line aff({c¯i, si}),
the line parallel to aff({c¯i, si}) through si+1, and the lines perpendicular to aff({c¯i, si})
through c¯i and si. The rectangle formed, which we call Ri, has twice the area of Ti.
It is clear that [S ∩Hi+1] ∪ Ti ⊂ S ∩Hi ⊂ Ri, which implies Ai+1 + area(Ti) ≤ Ai.
Also, S ∩Hi+1 ⊂ Ri\Ti, which implies Ai+1 ≤ area(Ti). Thus 2Ai+1 ≤ Ai, which is
the conclusion we seek.
We now consider the second case.
Case 2: If i∗ is large enough, i > i∗ and wiwi∗ ≥ 2−(i−i
∗)/2, then ‖yi‖ ≤ 2Aiwi ≤
2−i+i
∗+1Ai∗
2−(i−i∗)/2wi∗
= 2−(i−i
∗)/2 2Ai∗
wi∗
.
It is clear from elementary geometry that
‖yi‖wi ≤ d(si+1, aff({c¯i, si}))wi = area(Ri) = 2area(Ti) ≤ 2Ai,
or in other words ‖yi‖ ≤ 2Aiwi . Claim 3 implies that Ai ≤ 2−i+i
∗
Ai∗ if i > i
∗ and i∗ is
large enough. This ends the proof of our result for case 2.
Putting together the two cases gives us the result at hand. 
4. More on Algorithm 3.4
In this section, we continue from the developments in Section 3 and elaborate on
the behavior of Algorithm 3.4 by using an epigraphical and subdifferential analysis.
When dim(S) = 2, the intersection of B(0, δ)∩S is, up to a rotation, the intersection
of a compact convex set and the epigraph of some convex function, say f . This is
described in Figure 4.1. (The set S is said to be epi-Lipschitzian [Roc79] at 0 in Remember to put this
figure and the subse-
quent figure to latex
file to make the latex
pictures render prop-
erly.
the sense of variational analysis. For more information, see [Cla83, Mor06, RW98] for
example.)
We look at the graph of subdifferential ∂f : R⇒ R, where “⇒” signifies that ∂f(·)
is a set-valued map, or in other words, ∂f(x) is in general a subset of R. Since f(·)
is convex, it is well-known that the subdifferential mapping ∂f(·) is monotone, i.e., if
v1 ∈ ∂f(x1), v2 ∈ ∂f(x2) and x1 ≤ x2, then v1 ≤ v2. In view of monotonicity, the
points of discontinuity of ∂f(·) on an interval is of measure zero and the function ∂f(·)
is integrable, i.e., ∫ β
α
∂f(x)dx = f(β)− f(α).
We now state an algorithm expressed in terms of f and ∂f , and show its relationship
with Algorithm 2.1.
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S
0
f f∂
Figure 4.1. The set S is epi-Lipschitzian at 0. Therefore, we can
rotate the set S so that locally at 0, it is the epigraph of some convex
function f . We will need to use the subdifferential mapping ∂f(·) for
our later analysis.
Algorithm 4.1. (A bracketing algorithm) For a0, b0 > 0, let f : [−a0, b0] → R be a
convex function with a minimizer at 0. We want to find a minimizer of f(·) with the
following steps.
01 Start with i = 0
02 Loop
03 Find a point in [∂f ]−1( f(bi)−f(−ai)ai+bi ), say ci, which lies in the interval [−ai, bi].
04 If ci < 0, then ai+1 ← −ci and bi+1 ← bi.
05 If ci > 0, then ai+1 ← ai and bi+1 ← ci.
06 If ai+1 + bi+1 is sufficiently small or ci = 0, then end algorithm.
07 i← i+ 1
08 end loop
At each step of Algorithm 4.1, we find ai and bi such that 0 ∈ (−ai, bi). Each
iteration improves either the left or right end point.
In line 3 of Algorithm 3.4, we find a minimizer of mins∈S yTi s, where yi is the
projection of 0 onto Ci. In line 3 of Algorithm 4.1, we find a minimizer of x 7→
f(x) − [ f(bi)−f(−ai)ai+bi ]Tx by finding a point ci such that
f(bi)−f(−ai)
ai+bi
∈ ∂f(ci). It is
clear to see that line 3 of both algorithms are equivalent.
The following result shows the basic convergence of Algorithm 4.1.
Theorem 4.2. (Basic convergence of Algorithm 4.1) Let a¯ and b¯ be two positive
numbers, and f : [−a¯, b¯] → R. Suppose a′ ∈ [0, a¯] and b′ ∈ [0, b¯] are such that
f(x)
{
= 0 if x ∈ [−a′, b′]
> 0 otherwise.
Then the iterates {ai}i and {bi}i of Algorithm 4.1 are such that {ai}i and {bi}i are non-
increasing sequences such that for each i, either ai+1 < ai or bi+1 < bi. Furthermore,
one of these possibilities happen
(1) Algorithm 4.1 finds a point in [∂f ]−1(0). (i.e., a minimizer of f is found.)
(2) limi→∞ ai = a′ and limi→∞ bi = b′.
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Proof. Assume that Algorithm 4.1 does not encounter a point in [∂f ]−1(0). We try to
show that only case (2) can happen.
When a′ = a¯ and b′ = b¯, then ∂f(x) = {0} for all x ∈ (−a¯, b¯), so case (1) must
happen. When a′ < a¯ and b′ = b¯, Algorithm 4.1 applied to f(·) gives equivalent
iterates as Algorithm 4.1 applied to f(−·), where the a’s and b’s swap roles, reducing
to the case where a′ = a¯ and b′ < b¯. We look at two cases from here onwards.
Case A: a′ = a¯ and b′ < b¯.
It is obvious that limi→∞ ai = a¯ = a′. If case (1) is not encountered, then bi > b′
for all i. We prove that limi→∞ bi = b′. Let ∂f(bi) = [si,3, si,4] for all i. Now,
s′i :=
1
a¯+ bi
∫ bi
−a¯
∂f(x)dx ≤ 1
a¯+ bi
∫ bi
0
si,3dx ≤ b¯si,3
a¯+ b¯
.
It is clear to see that s′i ∈ (0, b¯a¯+b¯si,3). Thus bi+1 = [∂f ]−1(s′i) would be such that
bi+1 < bi. Since ∂f(bi+1) = [si+1,3, si+1,4], we see that si+1,3 ≤ b¯a¯+b¯si,3, which
implies limi→∞ si+1,3 = 0. Thus limi→∞ bi = b′ and we are done.
Case B: a′ < a¯ and b′ < b¯.
If case (1) is not encountered, then ai > a
′ and bi > b′ for all i. We prove that case
(2) must hold.
Consider s′i =
1
ai+bi
∫ bi
−ai ∂f(x)dx. Let
∂f(−ai) = [si,1, si,2] and ∂f(bi) = [si,3, si,4].
By the monotonicity of ∂f(·), we have si,1 ≤ si,2 ≤ 0 ≤ si,3 ≤ si,4. We have
s′i ∈ [si,2, si,3], and s′i equals si,2 only if ∂f(x) = {si,2} for all x ∈ (−ai, bi). This
cannot happen as ai > a
′ would ensure that si,2 < 0, and bi > b′ would then imply
0 /∈ ∂f(0), which is a contradiction. We can also argue that s′i cannot be si,3. Thus
s′i ∈ (si,2, si,3). By the workings of Algorithm 4.1, we either have −ai+1 ∈ [∂f ]−1(s′i)
or bi+1 ∈ [∂f ]−1(s′i), which will mean that either ai+1 < ai or bi+1 < bi. Thus
the sequences {ai}i and {bi}i are nonincreasing, and for each i, either ai+1 < ai or
bi+1 < bi.
Let b∗ := limi→∞ bi and a∗ := limi→∞ ai. It is clear that b∗ ≥ b′ and a∗ ≥ a′. We
prove that b′ = b∗ and a′ = a∗. Let ∂f(a∗) = [s∗1, s
∗
2] and ∂f(b
∗) = [s∗3, s
∗
4]. It is clear
that s∗1 ≤ s∗2 ≤ 0 ≤ s∗3 ≤ s∗4. If a∗ > a′, then s∗2 < 0. Otherwise b∗ > b′ gives s∗3 > 0.
In either case, we have s∗1 ≤ s∗2 < s∗3 ≤ s∗4. Now,
lim
i→∞
1
ai + bi
∫ bi
−ai
∂f(x)dx =
1
a∗ + b∗
∫ b∗
−a∗
∂f(x)dx.
Since either a∗ > a′ ≥ 0 or b∗ > b′ ≥ 0, we have a∗ + b∗ > 0, so the limit above is
well defined. Let this limit be s∗. It is clear that s∗ ∈ [s∗2, s∗3].
Claim: If s∗ ∈ {s∗2, s∗3}, then a∗ = a′ and b∗ = b′.
Consider the case when s∗ = s∗2. We must have
∂f(x) = {s∗2} for all x ∈ (−a∗, b∗). (4.1)
If b∗ > 0, then the inequality s∗2 ≤ 0 and ∂f(x) ∈ [0,∞) for all x ∈ (0, b∗) forces
s∗2 = 0, which gives b
∗ ≤ b′, and in turn b∗ = b′. We are left with showing that
a∗ = a′.
Seeking a contradiction, suppose a∗ = a′. Recall that this implies s∗2 < 0. Since
∂f(x) ∈ [0,∞) for all x ∈ (0, b∗), (4.1) implies b∗ = 0. So ∂f(x) = {s∗2} for all
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x ∈ (−a∗, 0). Let γ > 0 be such that∫ γ
−a∗
∂f(x)dx = a∗s∗2 +
∫ γ
0
∂f(x)dx < 0.
The local Lipschitz continuity of f(·) at 0 implies that ∂f(·) is locally bounded at
0, so such a γ must exist. If bi < γ, then
∫ bi
−ai ∂f(x)dx ≤
∫ γ
−a∗ ∂f(x)dx < 0, so
[∂f ]−1( 1ai+bi
∫ bi
−ai ∂f(x)dx) < 0. This means that only ai would decrease and bi
would remain constant, contradicting the fact that b∗ = limi→∞ bi = 0. This ends the
proof of our claim when s∗ = s∗2. The case when s
∗ = s∗3 is similar. This ends the
proof of our claim.
Recalling the situation before our claim, we have s∗ ∈ (s∗2, s∗3). This means that
either −ai+1 ∈ (−a∗, b∗) or bi+1 ∈ (−a∗, b∗) for i large enough, which contradicts the
definition of a∗ and b∗. So b′ = b∗ and a′ = a∗ as needed. 
Theorem 4.2 shows that if 0 /∈ ∂f(−ai) and 0 /∈ ∂f(bi) for all i, the only situation
when the iterates {ai}i and {bi}i of Algorithm 4.1 do not both converge to zero is when
both a′ = limi→∞ ai and b′ = limi→∞ bi are such that −a′ and b′ minimize f(·), and
0 ∈ [−a′, b′]. When 0 ∈ ∂f(−ai) or 0 ∈ ∂f(bi) for some iterate ai > 0 or bi > 0, we
can assume without loss of generality that 0 ∈ ∂f(−ai). Algorithm 4.1 would continue
with the iterates ai staying put, and {bi}i strictly decreasing to a minimizer of f(·).
The point 0 would lie in [−a′, b′].
The observation in the last paragraph shows the following behavior of Algorithm 3.4:
When there is a nontrivial line segment on ∂S such that 0 lies somewhere on the line
segment, the cluster points of the iterates {si}i of Algorithm 3.4 will land on the line
segment. Furthermore, 0 lies in the convex hull of the cluster points of {si}i.
There is no fixed behavior of the iterates {ai}i and {bi}i of Algorithm 4.1, as the
following result shows.
Proposition 4.3. (Arbitrary decrease in width) Let a¯ and b¯ be two positive numbers,
and f : [−a¯, b¯]→ R. Let the nonincreasing, nonnegative sequences {ai}i and {bi}i be
such that
(1) a0 = a¯ and b0 = b¯, and
(2) For each i, either ai+1 < ai and bi+1 = bi, or ai+1 = ai and bi+1 < bi.
We can choose a proper convex function f : [−a¯, b¯] → R such that Algorithm 4.1
generates the iterates {ai}i and {bi}i.
Proof. Let a′ := limi→∞ ai and b′ := limi→∞ bi. Define f(·) to be zero on [−a′, b′].
We now define f(·) on the rest of [−a¯, b¯]. Construct the sequences of nonincreasing
positive numbers {αi}i, {βi}i and {γi}i satisfying the following rules:
(A) If ai+1 < ai and bi+1 = bi, then [ai+1+bi]γi+[ai−ai+1][−αi] < [ai+bi][−γi]
(B) If ai+1 = ai and bi+1 < bi, then [ai+bi+1][−γi]+ [bi−bi+1][βi] > [ai+bi][γi]
(C) αi+1 = βi+1 = γi and γi+1 ≤ γi for all i ≥ 0.
(D) α0 = β0 = 1.
We can construct the sequences inductively with α0 and β0 defined through (D), γi
defined by αi and βi through (A) and (B), and αi+1 and βi+1 defined by γi through
(C). Define ∂f(·) by
∂f(x) :=
{
{−αi} if x ∈ (−ai,−ai+1)
{βi} if x ∈ (bi+1, bi).
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The function f(·) can be inferred from f(x) = ∫ x
0
∂f(x)dx since the monotone function
∂f(·) is integrable. We now verify that Algorithm 4.1 applied to f(·) generates the
sequence {ai}i and {bi}i. We first look at the case where ai+1 < ai and bi+1 = bi.
Here, ∫ bi
−ai
∂f(x)dx =
∫ bi
−ai+1
∂f(x)dx+
∫ −ai+1
−ai
∂f(x)dx
≤ [ai+1 + bi]γi + [ai − ai+1][−αi]
< [ai + bi][−γi]
⇒ 1
ai + bi
∫ bi
−ai
∂f(x)dx < −γi.
It is clear that 1ai+bi
∫ bi
−ai ∂f(x)dx > −αi. Since condition (C) implies that ∂f(x) ∈
[−γi, γi] for all x ∈ (−ai+1, bi+1), this implies that [∂f ]−1( 1ai+bi
∫ bi
−ai ∂f(x)dx) =−ai+1. This means that from the end points −ai and bi at iteration i, the next
endpoints are indeed −ai+1 and bi as claimed. The case when ai+1 = ai and bi+1 < bi
is similar. 
Even though Proposition 4.3 shows that the width of the intervals can decrease at
any rate in Algorithm 4.1, the proof of case 2 in Theorem 3.6 shows that {‖yi‖}i
converges quickly.
We give conditions such that the width of the intervals in Algorithm 4.1 decreases
at a linear rate.
Theorem 4.4. (Bracketing in Algorithm 4.1) Let f : R → R be a convex function
such that f(0) = 0 and f(·) is differentiable at 0 with f ′(0) = 0 in Algorithm 4.1.
Suppose further that ∂f(·) has left derivative f ′′−(0) and right derivative f ′′+(0) which
are formally defined as
f ′′−(0) := lim
tց0,v∈∂f(−t)
1
−t [v − f
′(0)] and f ′′+(0) := lim
tց0,v∈∂f(t)
1
t
[v − f ′(0)]. (4.2)
In view of the convexity of f (i.e. monotonicity of ∂f(·)), we have f ′′−(0) ≥ 0 and
f ′′+(0) ≥ 0. Suppose f ′′−(0) > 0 and f ′′+(0) > 0. Then the width of the interval
[−ai, bi], easily seen to be ai + bi, decreases at a linear rate.
The formulas f ′′−(0) and f
′′
+(0) are defined by (4.2) instead of
f ′′−(0) = lim
tց0
1
−t [f
′(−t)− f ′(0)] and f ′′+(0) := lim
tց0
1
t
[f ′(t)− f ′(0)],
because (4.2) does not require the differentiability of f(·) in a neighborhood of 0 and
is more general. We now prove Theorem 4.4.
Proof. In view of the existence of the limits in (4.2), for any constants gl,l and gl,u
such that 0 < gl,l < f
′′
−(0) < gl,u, we can find δ > 0 such that if x ∈ [−δ, 0),
then ∂f(x) ⊂ [−|x|gl,u,−|x|gl,l]. Similarly, for any constants gr,l and gr,u such that
0 < gr,l < f
′′
+(0) < gr,u, we can reduce δ > 0 if necessary so that if x ∈ (0, δ], then
∂f(x) ⊂ [xgr,l, xgr,u]. We shall also assume that
gl,u
gl,l
< R and
gr,u
gr,l
< R, where R can be made arbitrarily close to 1. (4.3)
After one iteration, the interval [−ai, bi] becomes either [ci, bi] or [−ai, ci], depending
on the sign of ci. We now try to find upper and lower bounds on ci. Suppose ai ∈ (0, δ]
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and bi ∈ (0, δ]. Then the graph of ∂f(·) on [−δ, δ] is bounded from below by the
piecewise linear function hL : [−δ, δ] → R and the from above by the piecewise linear
function hU : [−δ, δ]→ R (See Figure 4.2) defined respectively by
hL(x) :=
{
gl,ux if x ∈ [−δ, 0]
gr,lx if x ∈ [0, δ]
and hU (x) :=
{
gl,lx if x ∈ [−δ, 0]
gr,ux if x ∈ [0, δ].
∂f
hU
hL
Figure 4.2. Illustration of how hL(·) and hU (·) compare to ∂f(·).
We now estimate an upper bound on c. An upper bound on 1ai+bi [f(bi)− f(−ai)],
which equals 1ai+bi
∫ bi
−ai f
′(x)dx since f ′(·) is integrable, is vU := 1ai+bi
∫ bi
−ai hU (x)dx.
Since hL(·) ≤ ∂f(·), ci ≤ h−1L (vU ). We now proceed to calculate these values.
We can calculate that vU :=
1
ai+bi
[− 12gl,la2i + 12gr,ub2i ]. We are interested in the
upper bound of ci in the case when the next interval is [−ai, ci], so we only consider
the case where vU > 0. In this case, h
−1
L (vU ) =
1
gr,l[ai+bi]
[− 12gl,la2i + 12gr,ub2i ]. The
width of the interval [−ai, ci] divided by the width of [ai, bi] is estimated as follows.
ai + ci
ai + bi
≤ ai + h
−1
L (vU )
ai + bi
=
2gr,l[ai + bi]ai + [−gl,la2i + gr,ub2i ]
2gr,l[ai + bi]2
=
1
2
+
[gr,l − gl,l]a2i + [gr,u − gr,l]b2i
2gr,l[ai + bi]2
≤ 1
2
+
[1− gl,lgr,l ]a2i + [R− 1]b2i
2[ai + bi]2
≤ 1
2
+
1
2
([
1− gl,l
gr,l
]
+ [R − 1]
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
(∗)
,
where the ratio R is as defined in (4.3). The term [R− 1] can be made arbitrarily close
to zero. The term
gl,l
gr,l
can be made arbitrarily close to t := f ′′−(0)/f
′′
+(0). In other
words, [1 − gl,lgr,l ] can be arbitrarily close to [1 − t]. If [1 − t] < 0, then with proper
choices of gl,l, gr,l, gl,u and gr,u, we can make (∗) negative, in which case the ratio
ai+ci
ai+bi
is less than 1/2. If [1 − t] ≥ 0, we still have [1 − t] < 1, so with the proper
choice of constants, we can ensure that ai+ciai+bi ≤ 34 + 14 [1 − t], which still ensures that
the reduction of the width of the intervals is still linear.
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The calculations for finding a lower bound on ci is similar. The lower bound is of
interest when the next interval is [ci, bi], and that ci < 0. Thus ci < h
−1
U (vL), where
vL :=
1
ai+bi
[− 12gl,ua2i + 12gr,lb2i ]. So
−ci + bi
ai + bi
≤ −h
−1
U (vL) + bi
ai + bi
=
1
2
+
[gl,u − gl,l]a2i + [gl,l − gr,l]b2i
2gl,l[ai + bi]2
≤ 1
2
+
[R− 1]a2i + [1− gr,lgl,l ]b2i
2[ai + bi]2
≤ 1
2
+
1
2
(
[R− 1] +
[
1− gr,l
gl,l
])
.
Once again, the ratio is
gr,l
gl,l
can be chosen arbitrarily close to 1/t, where t was as
defined earlier. If [1 − 1t ] < 0, we will have −ci+biai+bi < 12 eventually. If [1 − 1t ] > 0, we
still have [1 − 1t ] < 1, in which case we can ensure that ai+ciai+bi ≤ 34 + 14 [1 − 1t ]. No
matter the case, we have a linear rate of convergence of the width of the intervals to
zero. 
Corollary 4.5. (Linear convergence of Algorithm 4.1) With the additional assumptions
in Theorem 4.4, the iterates of Algorithm 4.1 are such that the sequence{
d
(
(0, 0), {(−ai, f(−ai)), (bi, f(bi))}
)}
i
, (4.4)
where the distance in R2 is measured by the 2-norm, is bounded above by a linearly con-
vergence sequence. The corresponding sequence {‖yi‖}i in Algorithm 3.4 is bounded
by a linearly convergent sequence.
Proof. By Theorem 4.4, the width of the intervals [ai, bi] converges linearly to zero.
Hence {min(ai, bi)}i is bounded by a linearly convergent sequence. Note that f(·),
being convex, is locally Lipschitz at 0 with some constant L, so f(−ai) ≤ Lai and
f(bi) ≤ Lbi. We can thus easily obtain the first conclusion.
The points (0, 0), (−ai, f(−ai)) and (bi, f(bi)) are points in the epigraph of f(·), and
the formula in (4.4) is an upper bound on the distance from (0, 0) to the line segment
connecting the points (−ai, f(−ai)) and (bi, f(bi)). Hence the second statement is
clear. 
The assumptions of Theorem 4.4 correspond to a second order property on the
boundary of S at 0. With added structure, Algorithm 4.1 and 3.4 can converge faster.
For example, if S is polyhedral and Algorithm 3.4 chooses the extreme points, we have
finite convergence of yi to 0 because there are only finitely many extreme points for a
polyhedron.
Remark 4.6. (Difficulties in extending to m > 2) For much of this section and the
last, we analyzed the case where m = 2 in Algorithm 2.1. We expect the extension to
m > 2 to be difficult, and the following are some of the reasons.
(1) We made a connection to monotonicity of ∂f(·) here and proved our results
using single variable analysis. These need to be extended to higher dimensions
for m > 2.
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(2) Proposition 3.5 cannot be easily extended to the higher dimensional case. It is
not necessarily true that for the higher dimensional case, the projection will be
on a face that is of codimension 1.
(3) For the 2 dimensional case, we see that aff({c¯i, si}) ∩ S is equal to [c¯i, si] if
0 /∈ [c¯i, si]. One can see that if S is a sphere in R3, for any 3 points a, b and
c on ∂S, we do not have aff({a, b, c}) ∩ S = conv({a, b, c}).
(4) The projection onto the convex hull of two points is easy, and we can write
down an analytic formula to help in our analysis. However, it is difficult to
write down such a formula for the projection onto the convex hull of 3 or
more points in higher dimensions, even if this projection can be solved quite
effectively using the methods discussed earlier.
5. Numerical experiments
We perform some numerical experiments to show that Algorithm 2.1 is more effective
for some problem instances.
We generate our random matrices A ∈ R30×80000 using the following code segment
in Matlab:
A=rand(30,80000)-ones(30,80000)*0.315; (5.1)
for i=1:80000
A(:,i)=A(:,i)/norm(A(:,i));
end
Through our experiments, we found that this choice of parameters generate problem
instances for which either (1.1b) is feasible (in which case the von Neumann algorithm
cannot converge finitely), or (1.1a) is feasible but the von Neumann algorithm typically
takes many iterations, sometimes more than 2000 iterations, before it terminates.
5.1. Numerical experiment 1: Comparison against von Neumann algorithm
when AT y > 0 feasible. We ran experiments for 491 different matrices A ∈ R30×80000
generated by (5.1) such that (1.1a) holds (i.e., 0 does not lie in the convex hull of the
elements generated by the columns of A). We calculated the number of iterations
needed for the von Neumann algorithm to find a y satisfying (1.1a), and for Algorithm
2.1 with various limits on the size of the active set (See Subsection 2.1) to do the same.
The aggregation strategy is the one in Remark 2.7, where we aggregate the oldest el-
ement(s) that have not been aggregated. We set a limit of 2000 for the number of
iterations.
We first look at the results obtained from the conducting experiments on 491 different
matrices A ∈ R30×80000. We look at Table 1 for a comparison of the number of
iterations needed by Algorithm 2.1 to find a y such that AT y > 0 versus the number of
iterations needed by the von Neumann algorithm. We shall use the following convention
in our diagrams and tables in this section:
Definition 5.1. Let AN denote Algorithm 2.1 where the size of the set Ci is bounded
above by N − 1 after line 12 is performed. In other words, we aggregate according to
Remark 2.7 when the size of the set Ci equals N .
Recall that A2 refers to the von Neumann algorithm (see Remark 2.3). It can be
seen that the von Neumann Algorithm has consistently used fewer iterations than A5,
and it is quite competitive with A10. As we increase the maximum size of the active set,
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Comparing iteration counts of Algorithm 2.1 against von Neumann Algorithm
N A2 > AN A2 < AN A2 = AN ≤ 2000 A2 > 2000 and AN > 2000
5 63 12.9% 260 53.0% 0 0% 168 34.2%
10 170 34.6% 152 31.0% 4 0.8% 165 33.6%
15 342 69.7% 18 3.7% 2 0.4% 129 26.3%
20 409 83.3% 1 0.2% 0 0% 81 16.5%
25 453 92.3% 0 0% 0 0% 38 7.7%
31 491 100% 0 0% 0 0% 0 0%
Table 1. Refer to the definition of AN in Definition 5.1. This table
compares the number of times in 491 experiments where the number
of iterations to find a y s.t. AT y > 0 for the von Neumann algorithm
(or A2) uses is greater than/ less than/ equal to that of AN . The last
column represents the number of times both A2 and AN reach their
limit of 2001 iterations.
the number of iterations needed gets better compared to the von Neumann algorithm
A2.
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A2: von Neumann algorithm
A5: |Ci| < 5 after line 12
A10: |Ci| < 10 after line 12
A15: |Ci| < 15 after line 12
A20: |Ci| < 20 after line 12
A25: |Ci| < 25 after line 12
A
∞
=A31: no bound on |Ci|
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Plot of iteration counts versus various strategies for 491 experiments
 
 
A2: von Neumann algorithm
A15: |Ci| < 15 after line 12
A20: |Ci| < 20 after line 12
A25: |Ci| < 25 after line 12
A
∞
=A31: no bound on |Ci|
Figure 5.1. Number of iterations needed for Algorithm 2.1 with
various parameters to find a y such that AT y > 0. In the graph on
the right, each vertical line corresponds to a particular experiment.
In the diagram on the left, the number of iterations needed for all
experiments are obtained and sorted.
We explain the diagrams in Figure 5.1, and we first look at the diagram on the left.
In our 491 experiments where there is a y such that AT y > 0, we found that overall,
the von Neumann algorithm A2 uses fewer iterations to find the y such that A
T y > 0
than A5. As we increase the tolerance of the size of the set Ci before we aggregate,
the number of iterations needed to find this y decreases.
In the diagram on the right of Figure 5.1, we sort the experiments so that each vertical
line corresponds to a particular experiment. We see that the von Neumann algorithm
usually takes more iterations than Algorithm 2.1 than A15, though we notice a few
rare instances of when A15 takes more iterations than the von Neumann algorithm.
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We observe the general pattern that the larger the tolerance before aggregating Ci,
the fewer iterations it takes for Algorithm 2.1. In fact, when there is no aggregation,
Algorithm 2.1 takes less than 80 iterations to decide whether (1.1a) or (1.1b) is feasible.
We now look at a particular anomalous experiment, and explain diagrams in Figure
5.2. For this particular experiment, we plot the norm ‖yi‖ with respect to the iteration
i. This example is unusual because the von Neumann algorithm takes fewer iterations
than A20. The plots are drawn for each iteration till we have found yi such that
AT yi > 0. Even though the von Neumann algorithm takes fewer iterations to get a
yi such that A
T yi > 0, the norms of ‖yi‖ decrease much slower than all versions of
Algorithm 2.1.
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A2: von Neumann algorithm
A5: |Ci| < 5 after line 12
A10: |Ci| < 10 after line 12
A15: |Ci| < 15 after line 12
A20: |Ci| < 20 after line 12
A25: |Ci| < 25 after line 12
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A2: von Neumann algorithm
A5: |Ci| < 5 after line 12
A10: |Ci| < 10 after line 12
A15: |Ci| < 15 after line 12
A20: |Ci| < 20 after line 12
A25: |Ci| < 25 after line 12
Figure 5.2. The diagrams show an anomalous example where the
von Neumann algorithm takes fewer iterations to find a y such that
AT y > 0 than A20.
We now explain the bottom diagrams in Figure 5.2. At each iteration i, we calculate
q1,i := max
j∈{1,...,n}
−aTj yi,
just like in solving (2.1). If this quantity is negative, then AT yi > 0, and we end. The
bottom left diagram shows that, other than a general downward trend, there is no clear
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pattern in the dependence of q1,i on i. In the bottom right diagram, we calculate
q2,i := min
k∈{1,...,i}
[ max
j∈{1,...,n}
−aTj yi].
We observe that in general, the larger the limit the size of the active set, the faster q2,i
(and hence q1,i) decreases.
5.2. A note on number of iterations and time. We have only discussed the perfor-
mance of the algorithms we test in terms of iteration counts instead of the time taken.
For our experiments so far, we plot the time taken per iteration versus the number
of iterations for our implementation of Algorithm 2.1 as well as our implementation
of the von Neumann algorithm in Matlab. These are shown in Figure 5.3. The time
taken per iteration for Algorithm 2.1 is seen to be between 0.0255 seconds to 0.0290
seconds regardless of the size of Ci. The time taken per iteration for the von Neumann
algorithm is seen to be between 0.0043 seconds to 0.0047 seconds. Since the running
time of the algorithms and the iteration numbers differ only up to a constant factor
that is implementation dependent, we shall analyze our algorithms only in terms of the
number of iterations. Moreover, it may be possible to improve this ratio in favor of
Algorithm 2.1 if the accelerations in Remark 2.12 are carried out, especially when m is
large.
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Figure 5.3. The diagram on the left shows the time taken per itera-
tion for A5, A10, A15, A20, A25 and A31. It can be seen that the size
of the set Ci does not affect the time per iteration. The diagram on
the right shows the time taken per iteration for our implementation
of the von Neumann algorithm.
5.3. Numerical experiment 2: Aggregation strategies. Table 2 below compares
the running times of 353 experiments for the case when (1.1a) is feasible. Rows 1-3
look at the number of iterations it takes to find a certificate vector y, while rows 4-6
look at the norms ‖Axi‖ = ‖yi‖ of the iterates at the 80th iteration for the various
aggregation methods. For the test on the norms ‖Axi‖, the undecided column denotes
the number of times at least one algorithm has found a y such that AT y > 0 in 80
iterations. The experiments suggest that the best aggregation method is to aggregate
the oldest elements that have not been aggregated. There might be other factors that
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we have not identified which determine the performance of an aggregation strategy.
There could also be better aggregation strategies other than the ones we have tried.
353 runs for (1.1a) feasible Best aggregation method
(1) (2) (3) Ties Undecided
1 No. iters for A25 to find y solving (1.1a) 178 39 102 34 0
2 No. iters for A20 to find y solving (1.1a) 173 11 110 59 0
3 No. iters for A15 to find y solving (1.1a) 155 10 101 87 0
4 ‖Axi‖ at i = 80 for A25 62 70 90 0 131
5 ‖Axi‖ at i = 80 for A20 142 67 96 0 48
6 ‖Axi‖ at i = 80 for A15 240 37 64 0 12
126 runs for (1.1b) feasible
7 ‖Axi‖ at i = 400 for A15 114 10 0 0 2
8 ‖Axi‖ at i = 400 for A10 121 5 0 0 0
9 ‖Axi‖ at i = 400 for A5 123 2 1 0 0
Table 2. Experiments on which aggregation strategy is best among
those presented in Remark 2.7. The strategies in the three columns
are: (1) oldest aggregated, (2) lowest coefficient aggregated, and
(3) highest coefficient aggregated, as according to the description
in Remark 2.7, which relies on Remark 2.6. For rows 1-6, the 353
experiments are for when (1.1a) is feasible. For rows 7-9, the 126
experiments are for when (1.1b) is feasible. We refer to Subsection
5.3 for more details.
Table 2 also compares the running times of 126 experiments for which (1.1b) is
feasible. When (1.1b) is feasible, we want to find iterates x such that ‖Ax‖ is small.
To evaluate the performance of the aggregation strategies, we look at how the norms of
the values ‖Axi‖ vary with the iteration count i for different strategies. For the test on
the norms ‖Axi‖, the undecided column denotes the number of times numerical errors
resulting from ‖Axi‖ were encountered for at least one algorithm in 400 iterations.
It is quite clear that the strategy of aggregating the oldest point obtained is the best
strategy among our experiments.
6. Conclusion
We introduced an improvement of the distance reduction step in the generalized
von Neumann algorithm in Algorithm 2.1 by projecting onto the convex hull of a set of
points Ci using a primal active set QP algorithm. The size of Ci, |Ci|, can be chosen to
be as large as possible, as long as each iteration is manageable. If |Ci| is increased, the
cost of each iteration increases, but we expect better iterates when (1.2b) is feasible.
This is verified by our numerical experiments. When (1.2a) is feasible, we can find a
solution to (1.2a) if |Ci| is relatively large. But interestingly, if |Ci| is small but bigger
than 2, the performance can be poorer than von Neumann’s algorithm on average.
On the theoretical side, Theorem 3.3 studies the behavior of Algorithm 2.1 when
0 ∈ int(S) and the rest of Sections 3 and 4 study the behavior of Algorithm 2.1 when
0 ∈ ∂S and A ∈ R2×n. A natural follow up question that better models how Algorithm
2.1 can be used in practice is to study what happens when |Ci| is of moderate size. It
appears hard to prove such results because there is no easy formula for the projection
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Figure 5.4. Plot of an experiment for which (1.1b) is feasible. The
black dotted plot is for A2 (the von Neumann algorithm). The red
plots are for the three versions of aggregation strategies in Remark
2.7 for A5. The blue and magenta plots are for A10 and A15 respec-
tively.
onto conv(Ci) when |Ci| > 2. Remark 4.6 also shows the difficulties for extending our
results to the case when 0 ∈ ∂S and A ∈ Rm×n for m > 2. Nevertheless, the results
here can give an idea of what can be expected to be true in higher dimensions.
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